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                Three-dimensional models of organs have been used before by researchers studying cancer and developing tissue replacements for patients, but recent advances in tissue engineering have created models useful for understanding infectious disease. Getting to this point has taken careful modulation of the growth factors that enable organoids to grow, says Mary Estes, an infectious-disease researcher at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston. Increasingly, these three-dimensional alternative models are being widely adopted for research into infectious disease as a substitute for petri-dish experiments or animal models that tend to fail.
Last April, the US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) made a funding announcement calling for projects that apply tissue engineering to create three-dimensional models to study infectious disease. The agency plans to announce the awardees of four grants totaling $5.4 million in the first part of this year. Bringing together scientists in tissue engineering and infectious disease remains a priority for the agency. â€œIt's been a deliberate effort to bring together two distinct scientific communities to overcome long-standing obstacles in infectious disease,â€� says Melody Mills, a program officer at the NIAID who has spearheaded efforts to fund these awards.
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